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Susan “Sue” Graham
“I live in the past, I love all things vintage, and technology gives me a better 
opportunity to connect with that world. Anything and everything I want to 
find is at my fingertips.”

Sue is a blog author and creates multimedia content for her website, all about 
vintage cars. As a graphic designer she is comfortable with multimedia. She is 
fresh out of school and comfortable but still learning new design work everyday.

Age: 23
Occupation: Graphic Designer
Family: Single and ready to mingle
Personal Interests: Working on her 
vehicles, vintage clothes, going out 
with friends, seeing indie films, 
tattoos, street photography. 

Technical Profile: Expert with ACC design software, 
comfortable learning new programs.  Runs a 2 year old 
Mac & desktop. 35-45 hours per week online.

Internet usage: 60% at work, online research and 
Adobe Creative software. 40% at home, shopping, 
news, information, blogging content. 

Hardware Profile: MacBook Pro, iPhone 10, iPad

Your photo

Favorite sites: Wordpress, Adobe, 
Etsy
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Who is Sue? Susan has gone by Sue her entire life. In her senior year Sue started 
an offsite internship for Commercial Graphics Installations and upon graduating Fresno 
State she was offered a full-time position with the company. Sue was so excited to 
finally leave Fresno, where she was born and raised. She was able to find an affordable 
studio apartment just 10 miles from her work in Sunnyvale. Most days of the week she 
can complete projects from home or a café. Every Monday she goes in for a team 
meeting for updates and progress on current projects.  
 
What does Sue do? Sue is comfortable with technology, Apple is her go-to. 
Her degree in graphic design allowed her the freedom to use different design software 
but her preferred is Adobe Creative Cloud. She utilizes illustrator and photoshop on a 
regular basis for work and uses premier for her blog. Sue stays up to date on all the 
how-to tutorials. Sue has always been a hands-on learner and prefers video format for 
tutorials. Communication with the team at work is vital and Sue usually uses FaceTime, 
Skype, group emails through a company Gmail account and group texting for 
communication with the team. Social media through Instagram for personal use and for 
her blog are a day to day task. Sue is always researching on classic cars, searching car 
shows and car sales, shopping online through her favorite brands, reading other 
bloggers posts and day to day reading on news, friends posts on social media.  
 
Sue’s daily routine. Every Sunday, Sue tries to avoid any use of her phone or 
computer as a short break from the online world so that she can enjoy the world 
around her. She usually works Monday through Friday. Sometimes Saturday 
depending on the size of a project. Outside of work Sue likes to dedicate her time to 
running an online blog. She set up the blog on WordPress while she was still in school 
as a way for her friends and family to see her car projects and other hobbies. Within 
months her blog started growing and after two years the blog’s traffic is up to 2000 
views per week and her subscribers have grown from a couple hundred to over 5000. 
On weekends, she and her friends like to take trips to San Francisco and spend the 
day shopping, eating and site seeing.  


